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Alarm Action required (see report)
Good No action is required
Plant not running or No readings taken

The information contained in this document is for general guidance only. The application and impact of laws can vary
widely based on the specific facts involved. Given the changing nature of laws, rules, and regulations, and the inherent
hazards of electronic communication, there may be delays, omissions, or inaccuracies in information contained in this
document. Accordingly, the information in this document is provided with the understanding that the authors are not
herein engaged in rendering professional advice and services. As such, it should not be used as a substitute for
consultation with other professional or competent advisers.
While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this document has been obtained from
reliable sources, MMS is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this
information. All information in this document is provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy,
timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or
implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In
no event will MMS, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof be liable to you
or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this document or for any
consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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B DT/DC

High

OBSERVATIONS

Update 21st June 2019: The motor vertical and axial data has returned to levels seen historically. Gearbox data remains
stable. There has been a significant increase at the top bearing as can be seen in the last plot. Was the correct location, sensor
etc used?
Update 25th July 2019: The issue with the motor NDE bearing appears to have been resolved although there is still a residual
electrical response. Gearbox is stable apart from the output shaft which has seen a worrying increase in trend and spectral
energy at both top and bottom bearings. As we know this is a known failure mode of these gearboxes so new data should be
collected asap and an oil sample requested. The oil pump is continuing to deteriorate.
Update 20 August 2019: The motor electrical response remains present but not at an excessive amplitude. The gearbox is
stable throughout. No new oil pump data.
Update 16th Sept 2019: The motor has indications of a low level electrical defect but the high vibration previously seen has
reduced. The step change noted on the slow speed top and bottom bearings has been sustained and is cause for concern as the
data indicates the presence of output shaft bearing frequencies.
Update 26 November 2019: The motor response is now low enough to discount. The gearbox output shaft is a new concern
as the last few sets of data have revealed a continuing increase in energy levels. We know that the bottom of the output shaft is
a very vulnerable location in this design of gearbox so these changes need to be taken seriously. The largest peak present in
the spectra is the input speed but there are multiple other frequencies that are close to defect frequencies. No new oil pump
data.
Update 13th Dec 2019: The motor electrical response is now at low level. It is noticeable that the motor axial vibration has
been varying-could this be due to sensor location changes? On the gearbox the step change noted on the output shaft AprilJune has been sustained with gradual deterioration continuing, especially at the bottom measurement location. Bearing damage
is suspected.
Update 20th Jan 2020: A notable increase in running speed axial vibration on the motor can be seen this survey. This type of
vibration is often associated with misalignment so if this increase is sustained the alignment will have to be looked at. This
measurement has been very unstable recently. The gearbox input data is stable although the indications of a fault remain. At
the output shaft the higher energy levels reached over the last 6 months are stable but of considerable concern.
Update 20th Feb 2020: Axial amplitudes have reduced this data set. Following comments are from the analysis of the data
sent 18.2.20. The original February data collected 6.2.20 did not show any significant change from previous data.
‘’I have looked at the latest data on B DT gearbox taken earlier today. On the top bearing the data has a huge skislope and as
that effects the quality of the data it should be taken again. Are you using a 500 mv/g for these low speed shafts?
However even with this skislope the velocity data shows the presence of multiples of GM4 with sidebands which is never
good news. Some of these are close to output shaft speed. The bottom bearing velocity data has a new clump of high
frequency energy above 2000 Hz but the increased activity in the envelope data below 2 kHz is very telling. In the time
waveform you can see the modulation of the output shaft which suggests that this is moving laterally more than it should.
The other shafts also show big energy increases so I think there is a good chance that a bearing has failed, possibly the output
shaft bottom.
Anything in the oil or filter?’’
Update 10th March 2020: As we know the gearbox failed 2.18.20. At this time an OP bottom shaft bearing failure is thought
to have been the most likely cause. New data shows a response on the motor with slightly elevated running speed vibration
plus a probable electrical frequency. This could indicate some movement/misalignment since the unit was first installed but
further data should be collected before any remedial action is planned.
Update 14th April 2020: The latest data shows a significant increase in motor movement in both vertical and horizontal
directions since it was installed 1 month ago. Horizontal movement especially is very high. Were these readings taken in the
normal/correct positions? The asset is scheduled for an alignment improvement this week and care should be taken to ensure
there is no evidence of soft foot once this work has been completed. Note the high energy in the time waveform at the gearbox
input shaft, hopefully this will quieten down once the motor issue is resolved. Some changes also noted at the top of shaft 3
this survey which we will reassess next survey.
Update 14th May 2020: Asset has been realigned but this has made little difference to the motor vibration levels. In particular
the vertical and horizontal movement at the NDE have increased whilst the axial movement at the DE is still elevated. Was the
alignment done under appropriate temperature conditions? The high energy time waveform on the input remains a concern but
stable. At the top of shaft 3 there are sidebands of shaft 2 running speed around the GM which require watching.
On the output shaft there is a frequency at 2230 CPM which is more pronounced in this gearbox and remains unidentified.
Update 15th June 2020: The motor vibration level is still unsatisfactory with increased vertical movement at the NDE and
axial remaining elevated. All previously reported gearbox issues remain apparent but stable this survey. If the motor levels can
be reduced and the gearbox is stable the asset can be recoded.
Suggested Actions:
 Please relook at the motor alignment.
 Monitor situation
Feedback: July 14-Gearbox replaced
Feb 20 Gearbox and motor replaced.
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B Dryer Fan

High

OBSERVATIONS

Update 5th April 2017: Fan OB bearing energy levels have increased sharply.
Update 28th April 2017: Fan IB bearing energy levels are climbing again but the OB has reduced. However the OB bearing
remains cause for concern.
Update 25th May 2017: Fan IB bearing has returned to acceptable levels but the OB has deteriorated again.
Update 15th Sept 2017: Fan bearing energy levels have both reduced but indications of a problem still exists.
Update 11th Oct 2017: Fan OB bearing condition has deteriorated this survey.
Update 8th Dec 2017: Both fan bearings still indicate a problem.
Update 20th March 2018: No improvement in fan bearing condition.
Update 15th Aug 2018: Both fan bearings still appear to be in poor condition.
Update 18th October 2018: No significant change in the condition of the fan bearings.
Update 30th December 2018: No improvement in fan bearing condition.
Update 31st January 2019: Both fan bearings are unchanged with the OB having the highest ESP amplitude.
Update 7th March 2019: Fan bearings at slightly reduced energy levels.
Update 5th April 2019: No improvement noted at the fan OB.
Update 21st June 2019: The high frequency trend at the fan OB bearing continues to be erratic but is always at elevated
levels.
Update 24th July 2019: The fan OB remains cause for concern.
Update 20th August 2019: The fan OB bearing energy has increased this survey.
Update 16th Sept 2019: The fan OB bearing is still indicating distress.
Update 14th November 2019: No change at the fan OB location.
Update 31st December 2019: The fan OB condition has not changed but there has been a sudden increase in energy at the IB
location this survey.
Update 20th Jan 2020: The increase noted at the fan IB has been sustained and there has also been a sudden surge in OB
energy levels. Of note is a significant peak at 6000 CPM which may relate to a fan defect frequency. However the time
waveform indicates considerable impacting so this bearing is undoubtedly damaged.
Update 20th Feb 2020: Decrease in fan IB spectral amplitudes observed this data set. OB amplitudes remain elevated.
Envelope and high frequency data suggest distress.
Update 10th March 2020: There are no signs of the fan OB bearing condition improving so it should be replaced during the
shutdown. However any sudden changes in response before then indicates the requirement for an immediate change.
Update 14th April 2020: There has been no significant change this survey.
Update 14th May 2020: The fan OB has deteriorated this survey and replacement should now be carried out.
Update 15th June 2020: A reduction in energy at the fan OB has been seen this survey but at the same time the IB has
increased.
Suggested Actions:
 Maintain lubrication schedule especially at the fan end.
 Monitor closely.
Feedback:
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B Raw Flake CV

Low

OBSERVATIONS

First Report 14th April 2020: The drive end of this motor has seen increasing vibration at running speed plus a significant but
unidentified peak at approx. 1068 CPM.
Update 14th May 2020: There has been a further increase in motor vibration with the predominant peak again at 1068 CPM.
Update 15th June 2020: The motor vibration has improved although it remains too high. Axial response at both speeds still
prevalent.
Suggested Actions:
 Confirm further asset details to assist with identifying the 1068 CPM peak.
 Ensure there are no mounting or alignment issues.
Feedback:
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Slurry Loader CV

Low

OBSERVATIONS

First Report 10th March 2020: The motor energy has been gradually increasing with an electrical plus possible bearing
response detected.
Update 14th April 2020: The motor remains on watch with no dramatic changes this survey.
Update 14th May 2020: The motor condition is stable.
Update 15th June 2020: No further change in motor condition.
Suggested Actions:
 Ensure lubrication is to schedule and there are no electrical installation anomalies.
 Monitor.
Feedback:
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Vent Fan

Low

OBSERVATIONS

First Report 14th April 2020: There are indications of poor lubrication throughout this asset with the fan IB having seen a
notable change this survey.
Update 14th May 2020: Asset condition is not improving.
Update 15th June 2020: The energy levels are fairly stable and the asset will remain on report.
Suggested Actions:
 Ensure good lubrication as this is a high speed/critical asset.
 Plan for overhaul if lubrication cannot reduce energy levels.
Feedback:
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